Experiencing
Nature
Natural areas, parks and landscape in the Empolese
Valdelsa and Montalbano region
www.toscananelcuore.it/en

Experience
nature in
the heart of
Tuscany
ot far from Florence and Pisa, the

also a land of pilgrim routes: the Via Francigena,

Empolese Valdelsa and Montalbano

made up by three stops, and the Via Romea Strata,

region offers you the opportunity to

once connecting central Europe to Rome. In

discover less travelled routes, where

addition, you will find a series of minor paths such

the abundance of nature blends with the work of

as the Etruscan Trail, the Via Medicea, the Genius

man, who has so admirably shaped the landscape

Trails, crossing the Montalbano area, and the

of this territory.

Valdelsa Trails.

This is the land of the Padule di Fucecchio

The Empolese Valdelsa and Montalbano region

(Fucecchio Marsh), Italy’s largest inland wetland,

is also the perfect destination for bicycle lovers.

which hosts every year tens of thousands of

You will find plenty of roads, both paved and

migratory birds, an ideal spot for birdwatching

unpaved, where you can test your skills: from the

or taking stunning nature photographs. It is also

Montalbano district, known to bicycle enthusiasts

the land of Montalbano hills, immortalized in the

for its hilly landscape, to the Valdelsa trails which

drawings of Leonardo da Vinci and a perfect place

can be covered by mountain bike or e-bike.

to be explored on foot, thanks to its extensive
network of trails. Here, millions of years ago, the

The area also boasts parks and green spaces,

Upper Valley of the Carfalo stream was formed,

ideal for leisurely strolls, picnics or simply relaxing

still featuring an important heritage of plants and

in the countryside, some of them set along the

insects and surrounded by majestic woods.

Arno, the river that has contributed to shape and

The Empolese Valdelsa and Montalbano region is

enrich this land for thousands of years.
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Outdoor activities
The landscape and nature areas of this land are
the main scenarios in a wide range of outdoor
activities, such as guided hiking trails, cycling
excursions, mountain bike or e-bike rental and
horseback riding.
Tourist Information Offices are at your disposal to
inform you about all activities available.
Please, find a complete list of Tourist Information
Offices at the bottom of this brochure, choose the
one closest to you, or on the website:
www.toscananelcuore.it/en Arrow-Circle-Right Information Offices

Some advice
If you prefer hiking on your own, we recommend
you to follow these guidelines:
- Before to start a trail on your own, you should
ask for maps and information at the Tourist
Information Offices and check the accessibility of
the path.
- You should approach each excursion with
suitable clothing and footwear and with sufficient
supplies of water and food.
- From September to January, most of the
Fucecchio Marsh is open for hunting, so we
suggest you to visit the Padule on Tuesdays and
Fridays, which are no hunting days.

Reconnect with nature in the Empolese Valdelsa
and Montalbano region.
Check these pages for all itineraries
Arrow-Circle-Right www.toscananelcuore.it/en
Arrow-Circle-Right www.visittuscany.com
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The Montalbano
area
CAPRAIA E LIMITE, CERRETO GUIDI, VINCI

Made famous by the drawings of Leonardo da

ETRUSCAN TRAIL, a hiking path which, from the

Vinci, the Montalbano is a region rich in hills

Via Francigena in Fucecchio, allows to reach the

cultivated with vines and olive trees, enriched by

town of Fiesole. Along the way, you will come

the expert human hand and situated between

across the Etruscan sites of Tomba dell’Uovo and

Florence, Pistoia and Prato. In the Toscana nel

Montereggi Park in Capraia e Limite. From Capraia

Cuore area are set the municipalities of Vinci,

e Limite starts also the MONTALBANO ECOTRAIL,

Leonardo’s birthplace, Cerreto Guidi, where the

which consists of two bike trails of 14 and 22

Medici Villa, UNESCO heritage, is located, and

kilometres, respectively.

Capraia e Limite, set between the mountain and
the Arno River.

In the Vinci area, hiking trails are inspired by the

This region, once a holiday destination and hunting

five easy to follow trails that allow to discover

ground of the Medici family, is now crossed by

the house where the Genius of the Renaissance

the Strada del vino e dell’olio del Montalbano

was born as well as the places where he spent

(Montalbano Wine and Oil Road), an itinerary

his childhood, which were a source of inspiration

meant to promote PGI extra virgin olive oil and

for his works and studies. All trails are clearly

personality of Leonardo: the GENIUS TRAILS, are

Montalbano labelled Chianti wine. Here trails and

signposted: from the Strada Verde (the Green

paths wind through villages, churches, historic

Road) to the Via dei Mulini (the Mill Road) till the

villas and even the ruins of ancient mills. These

Via di Caterina (named after Leonardo’s mother).

routes are within everyone’s reach and you can

Among these, it is the Via del Vincio trail, that

explore them either on foot or by bicycle.

connects the municipalities of Vinci, Cerreto Guidi
and Fucecchio. Following the flow of the Vincio

The three Municipalities are touched by the
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stream, the trail will take you from Vinci to the

Padule di Fucecchio, connecting to the Via Francigena.
Vinci and Cerreto Guidi are crossed by the VIA MEDICEA, a
walking path that goes from Artimino, in the municipality of
Carmignano, to Fucecchio, touching those places beloved
by the Medici family and admiring some of the most
beautiful Medici Villas in Tuscany. The itinerary, that runs
through la Toscana nel Cuore, starts from Vinci and arrives
in Fucecchio passing by the Medici Villa of Cerreto Guidi, a
UNESCO heritage site.
It is right from this stunning villa that the Medici Rings Routes
start. They consist of six ring trails inspired by the Grand
Dukes of Tuscany, well signposted and suitable both on foot or
by bicycle. They lead to the various hills surrounding the town,
on the side of the Arno, Montalbano and Padule di Fucecchio,
before returning to the historic centre.
Read more:
www.toscananelcuore.it/en Arrow-Circle-Right Excursions and trekking
www.viamedicea.it
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The Padule
di Fucecchio
CERRETO GUIDI - FUCECCHIO

There is a land between Florence and Pistoia

photography enthusiasts. The birdwatching

where nature reigns supreme: it is the Fucecchio

observatory along the path will allow you to admire

Marsh, the largest inland marshland, which, in this

over 250 species of birds, including ducks and

area, embraces the municipalities of Cerreto Guidi

herons, found in large colonies, the stilt-bird and

and Fucecchio.

the white stork. You can also reach the Marsh on
foot, starting from Ponte a Cappiano, a hamlet of

A land loved by the Medici family, who left here

Fucecchio, and arriving at the locality of Cavallaia.

important traces such as the Medici Bridge of

This itinerary will allow you to see the Medici

Cappiano and the Medici Villa of Cerreto Guidi,

Bridge of Cappiano, on the Usciana canal.

the Fucecchio Marsh is home to a wide variety
of marsh plants and a safe haven for thousands

From the hamlet of Massarella, instead, you

of water birds. It is the perfect place for outdoors

can enjoy a wonderful view of the entire marsh,

enthusiasts and can be visited all year round,

especially in winter, after a particularly rainy day,

from spring, when it is possible to admire the

when the marsh is at its maximum water capacity.

beautiful blooms, to winter, when the marsh is at

We suggest a stop at the panoramic view from

its maximum water capacity.

the Giardino della memoria (Memory Garden) of
Massarella.

You can easily explore the area on foot or by
bicycle along the NATURALISTIC PATH OF “LE

The “Casotto del Sordo”, also in Massarella, is

MORETTE”, starting from Castelmartini, where

another interesting place of interest; from there the

you will find the Fucecchio Marshes Nature

“barchini”, the traditional boats used by hunters

Reserve Visitor Centre, a perfect place for nature

during the hunting season, leave.
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This special boat, navigating through the rushes is
also remembered by Indro Montanelli, one of the
most important journalists of the twentieth century
and a native of Fucecchio, who in his writings
speaks with great intensity of the deep bond he
had with his land.

Read more:
www.toscananelcuore.it/en Arrow-Circle-Right Fucecchio Marsh
www.zoneumidetoscane.it
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Along the
Arno River

MONTELUPO FIORENTINO – EMPOLI - CAPRAIA E LIMITE - CERRETO GUIDI

The Arno River flows through Toscana nel

excavations of the Vergigno Roman Villa. Along

Cuore crossing the municipalities of Montelupo

this route, you will find the Villa dell’Ambrogiana,

Fiorentino, Capraia e Limite, Empoli, Vinci, Cerreto

the 14th-century Frescobaldi Tower, the

Guidi and Fucecchio.

Archaeological Museum and the Museum of
Ceramics.

The ARNO CYCLE PATH, is a project for a cycling
road, some stretches of which are already viable,

If you love walking in nature, do not miss the

that runs along the river from its source on

ARNOVECCHIO OASIS, just outside Empoli, a

Monte Falterona to its mouth in Marina di Pisa.

habitat with different types of plants and numerous

The bikeway connects Montelupo Fiorentino to

animal species. Originally, a meander of the Arno

Empoli (about 10 km), where it joins the urban bike

River flowed here, which was rectified in the 16th

network, and then continues in the direction of Pisa

century at the behest of Grand Duke Cosimo I de’

to the town of San Miniato.

Medici. Later, the area was used as a quarry for the

The route is mainly unpaved and easy to ride,

production of gravel, contributing to the creation

perfect for a family ride. Along the route, you

of what is now a mosaic of different ecosystems.

can find rest areas, where you can enjoy views

You can visit the oasis by following a nature

of the Arno, the countryside and, from afar, the

trail equipped with four observation points for

Montalbano hills. In Montelupo, the town of

wild animals and plants with explanatory panels

ceramics, you can enjoy the CYCLING PATHS OF

suitable also for children and disable people.

MONTELUPO FIORENTINO, an itinerary of nearly
15 km that runs along the main rivers, such as

Along the Arno River, you will also find some

the Arno and La Pesa, up to the archaeological

nice parks where you can simply relax, such as:
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the Parco dell’Albereta in Cerreto Guidi, equipped with
benches and playgrounds for children, the Ambrogiana
Park in Montelupo Fiorentino, which stretches for 8000
square meters between the Arno River and the Medici Villa
dell’Ambrogiana.
Continuing to follow the river, we suggest to visit the Museo
Remiero (the Rowing Museum) of Limite, a leap from nature
to history. It is housed in the headquarters of the Società
Canottieri Limite (Limite Rowing Club), the oldest rowing club
in Italy, founded in 1861. This small but interesting museum tells
the story and the heritage of knowledge related to shipbuilding and
rowing handed down for centuries by the shipwrights of Limite, who
sailed the Arno to transport goods between Florence and Pisa.

Read more:
www.toscananelcuore.it/en Arrow-Circle-Right Nature and wellness
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The
Valdelsa hills

MONTESPERTOLI - CASTELFIORENTINO - CERTALDO - GAMBASSI TERME

Rolling hills covered in rows of wine, dotted

The VIA DI CASTIGLIONI, in Montespertoli, is an

with historic villages such as Certaldo and

educational trail that starts from the Castle of

Montespertoli, alternating with wild woods and

Montegufoni and goes up to Ginestra Fiorentina.

deep gorges, which are crossed by streams

Along the way, you will find stop-off areas featuring

and thermal waters, as in Gambassi Terme: the

information about the territory and its landscape.

Valdelsa region has a charming hilly landscape

The suggestive PERCORSI D’ACQUA (Water

varied and never tires.

routes), are four easy trails in the area around
Montespertoli: the Botinaccio, which leads to the

If the Strada del vino di Montespertoli (Wine

Sanctuary of Santa Maria della Pace; the collina

Road) has always been popular with bicycle

del Pino (Pino hill), which connects San Michele

enthusiasts and enjoyable all year round, the town

a Polvereto to the village of Pino; Montalbino and

of Castelfiorentino, on the other hand, has other

Montegufoni, which leads from the castle to the

unique routes to offer, such as the GIRACASTELLO,

Church of San Lorenzo.

consisting of two cycling trails that start from the
village and follow the Elsa stream. These trails will

Between Montelupo Fiorentino and Montespertoli,

let you discover the area while touching historical

in the area of San Vito, you can follow the ring

places, such as the Tabernacle of the Madonna

route BOSCO DI CAMAIONI, along the way it is

della Tosse, the Villa di Cambiano and the Villa

possible to admire the Church of San Michele a

Tinti where Giuseppe Garibaldi, Italian patriot and

Luciano, the astronomical observatory “Beppe

leader of the Risorgimento, stayed overnight.

Forti” and the remains of an ancient medieval
fortress, today an archaeological excavation site.

For those who love hiking, Montespertoli, Certaldo
and Gambassi Terme offer a wide range of options.
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Three different ITINERARIES start from the
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imposing fourteenth-century walls of the
historic center of Certaldo, birthplace of
Boccaccio, enabling you to explore the
surroundings of the historic village. The trails,
which offer unique views of Certaldo and the
surrounding hills, are accessible to everyone but
they are not marked, we therefore suggest you to
bring a map with you.
Not far from Certaldo, the woods of Gambassi
Terme are the ideal place for outdoor activities.

Caves) trail is a very suggestive walk through the

This small town is one of the stages along the Via

woods up to a gorge carved by the Casciani stream

Francigena and is located at the junction with the

where, in 1918, Maurizio Becherini, a native of

Via Volterrana, the ancient salt road that in the

Gambassi, retreated to live as a hermit until the

Middle Ages connected Volterra to Florence. A

end of his days. Lastly, the Vecchio Acquedotto

network of hiking trails of varying difficulty, called I

(Old Aqueduct) trail goes up the stream towards

Casciani, winds all around the village.

Poggio alla Forra where you can find the remains

The ‘I Bollori’ trail, (which derives its name from

of the ancient aqueduct of Gambassi and

the nearby 23°C hypothermal spring), is one of

Montaione. You can enjoy all these trails on your

the most remarkable routes, since it allows you

own, but some stretches will require experienced

to explore an area with a high concentration of

hiker skills. If you wish, it is possible to rely on

thermal waters. The Grotte di Maurizio (Maurizio’s

environmental guides.

Read more:

www.toscananelcuore.it/en/en Arrow-Circle-Right Excursions and trekking
www.thegambassiexperience.com
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Parks and
open-air spaces
The Empolese Valdelsa and Montalbano is a region

summer the music event Beat Festival takes place

rich in parks and equipped green areas, ideal

in this park. The Ambrogiana Park, in Montelupo

places for a picnic, a walk with children or simply

Fiorentino, is connected to the Park of Serravalle

enjoying some moments of relaxation in the open

by a 7 km unpaved road that runs along the Arno

air.

River. It is located next to the Medici Villa of the
same name and, with its over 8,000 square meters,

The Parco dell’Albereta, in Cerreto Guidi, is

is the perfect place for an open-air walk.

located along the right bank of the Arno River
and it extends for about 5000 square meters. It is

The Parco Collinare di Canonica, not far from

equipped with benches, playground for children

the village of Certaldo is a favorite location for

and it hosts events, sport meetings and shows.

practicing sports. It is also a perfect spot for a

The Corsini Park in Fucecchio is particularly

picnic surrounded by the Valdelsa hills. Inside the

suggestive thanks to its medieval fortress and

park, indeed, you will find an equipped a barbecue

its position in the heart of the historical center, a

area, a refreshment stands and an open-air “fitness

few steps from the Library and the Museum. In

trail”; and don’t worry if you look up and see

summer, the park hosts numerous concerts and

something in the sky, this area is often used for

events that make it the ideal place for an evening

paragliding.

outing.
Lastly, in Gambassi Terme you can relax in the
In Empoli, you can relax in the Park of Serravalle

Municipal Park. Situated between the historic

“Romano Nanni”, a city “green lung”, connected

center and the thermal complex, the park is a lovely

with the historic center by a bikeway. Besides

area where you can refresh yourself by walking

benches, picnic tables and playground for children,

along its lanes and vegetation arcades, especially

you will find a small lake and a grove. Every

in the hot summers.

Read more:

www.toscananelcuore.it/en Arrow-Circle-Right Parks and gardens
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The Upper
Carfalo Valley
MONTAIONE

This region, dotted with villages such as Iano,

If you prefer more challenging excursions, be sure

Mommialla and Castelfalfi, alternating with thick

not to miss the UPPER CARFALO VALLEY, an area

ancient forests, is the typical landscape of the

that extends for about 220 hectares which has

Tuscan hills: Montaione and its surroundings are a

been carved by the Carfalo stream for millions of

rich in varied nature to explore on foot, by bicycle

years. A thick forest of oak, beech and yew trees

or on horseback.

grows along the jagged banks of the stream,
creating an impressive natural environment.

There are several paths from which you can

Have fun exploring it on long trekking excursions,

discover this land, where nature reigns supreme.

reaching the source of the Acqua Gassata

The ITINERARI NEL VERDE (GREEN ITINERARIES)

(Sparkling Water) and exploring the cool waters

are six easy paths, extending for 83 km and

of the Carfalo stream in search of the spectacled

starting from Montaione or its surroundings, they

salamander, a rare amphibian that has always lived

are accessible both by bike and on horseback.

in this valley.

They mainly are ring-shaped allowing you to easily
return to the starting point. Walking along them, it

If, on the other hand, you prefer more relaxing

will be beautiful to explore the whole surrounding

walks, or you would like to engage in sports

area, admiring those sites of high historical value,

activities such as jogging, the POGGIO

such as the Jerusalem of San Vivaldo, a complex

ALL’AGLIONE PARK, located just outside

of chapels that reconstructs the Holy Land, or sites

Montaione, is the best option for you. A stretch of

of naturalistic interest, such as the area around the

the path no.3 from the “Green Itineraries” starts

village of Castelfalfi.

here. If you go down the hill along the path through
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the forest and don’t make too much noise, you may be
surprised to encounter some fawns.
One of the many outdoor activities that you can enjoy
in Montaione is the truffle hunt. The white truffle
town of Montaione dedicates to this precious fruit
of the wood a thematic exhibition called Tartufesta,
held in October. You will find several guides around
Montaione ready to accompany you in search of the
white gold, a nice way to explore these woods of oaks
and beeches.

Read more:

www.toscananelcuore.it/en Arrow-Circle-Right Excursions and trekking
www.montaioneintuscany.it
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Routes and
Pilgrim Roads

FUCECCHIO - CERRETO GUIDI - VINCI - CASTELFIORENTINO - GAMBASSI TERME

Two of the most important historical roads of

Sigerico himself in his diaries. You will find three

Tuscany pass through the Empolese Valdelsa and

hostels along the way: in Fucecchio, near the

Montalbano region: they are the Via Francigena

Medici bridge of Cappiano, in Castelfiorentino and

and the Romea Strata.

in Gambassi, inside the complex of the Pieve di
Santa Maria in Chianni. Do not forget to get the

These roads intersect with minor paths, creating a

official stamps on your Credenziale, the pilgrim’s

real network of trails that will allow you to explore,

passport. The stops where to get the stamps

either on foot or by bicycle, much of the area of the

are Gambassi Terme and Castelfiorentino at

11 municipalities located in the Toscana nel Cuore.

the Tourist Information Offices. Castelfiorentino
dedicates to the Via Francigena a special festival

The most famous path is the VIA FRANCIGENA,

called La Via Francigena in Valdelsa, held in the

which runs through the Heart of Tuscany, from

village of Castelnuovo d’Elsa, on the first weekend

Fucecchio to Gambassi Terme. The three stages

of October.

touching the region are: no. 29 which passes

You can also enjoy the Via Francigena by bicycle

through Fucecchio, no. 30 from Fucecchio to

thanks to an ad hoc path that intersects the

Gambassi Terme, passing through Castelfiorentino,

historic route at certain points. The bike trail will

and no. 31 connecting Gambassi to San

allow you to visit one of the most suggestive

Gimignano. This ancient pilgrim road, traveled by

locations of the Toscana nel Cuore, the Jerusalem

Bishop Sigerico in 990, will allow you to explore

of San Vivaldo, in Montaione.

a variety of different landscapes and see some
remarkable sites such as the Pieve di Coiano in

The Via Romea Strata, although less known than

Castelfiorentino and the Pieve di Santa Maria in

the Via Francigena, is just as important. The road

Chianni, in Gambassi Terme, both mentioned by

was the ancient route that connected the center
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of Europe to Rome passing through eight states. Today
the road is a special pilgrimage route that combines
faith and culture. The Via Romea Strata is divided in nine
sections and the final section of the Romea Nonantolana
Longobarda touches the area Toscana nel Cuore and will
guide you to the region of Montalbano.
The route, which you can also enjoy by bicycle, passes
through Vinci, in Anchiano, where you will find Leonardo’s
birthplace, then goes down towards Cerreto Guidi, where you
will find the Medici Villa, a UNESCO heritage site, and finally
arrives in Fucecchio, where you can visit the Corsini Park and then
rejoin the Via Francigena.

Read more:

www.toscananelcuore.it/en Arrow-Circle-Right What to do Arrow-Circle-Right Francigena Road
www.viefrancigene.org
www.romeastrata.it
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The other “green”
in the Toscana nel Cuore
Just imagine playing golf along the course of

course, you can also visit Leonardo’s birthplace, in

the Arno River, in the hills of the Valdelsa region

Anchiano, and the Leonardo Museum in Vinci.

or among Leonardo da Vinci’s inventions. In the
Empolese Valdelsa and Montalbano region, a

Montelupo Golf Club in Montelupo Fiorentino

round of golf can be an opportunity to immerse

The American Christopher Cowie funded this

yourself in the Tuscan landscape.

9-hole, par 36 course in the 1990s. The course,
ideal for beginners, will entertain also the most

Here you will find some of the major golf courses

experienced players who can follow the course

in Italy, which are different in terms of landscape,

along the Arno River while enjoying the scenic

structure and level of difficulty. These three

landscape of the Chianti Colli Fiorentini hills.

courses are suitable for all types of players: the

After an active round of golf, you will have the

Golf Club Castelfalfi in Montaione, which is the

opportunity to visit the Ceramics Museum and the

longest course in Tuscany, the Golf Bellosguardo

historic workshops of Montelupo Fiorentino.

Vinci, which pays tribute to the legendary Leonardo
and is one of the most challenging in Italy, and the

Golf Club Castelfalfi in Montaione

Montelupo Golf Club, which runs along the Arno

This 27-hole course is made up of two scenic

River.

courses that will challenge even the most
experienced players while entertaining amateurs

Golf Bellosguardo in Vinci

as well: the Mountain Course, an 18-hole par 72

This 9-hole, par 70course is one of the longest and

course, and the Lake Course, a 9-hole par 37. This

most challenging in Italy. The course overlooks

unique experience combines sport, entertainment

the beautiful hills of the village of Vinci and each

and natural beauty, offering a breathtaking view

hole is dedicated to Leonardo, the Renaissance

from each hole. In addition, the entire course is

genius. In addition, alongside the golf course, there

classified as environmentally sustainable. For

is an itinerary, suitable for adults and children,

those who are curious and want to explore the

which illustrates the life of Leonardo and his

surroundings, we recommend visiting the historic

inventions through the reconstruction of some

center of Montaione and the suggestive Jerusalem

of the machines he designed. Not far from the

of San Vivaldo.

Read more:

www.toscananelcuore.it/en
www.castelfalfi.com
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www.golfbellosguardovinci.it
www.golfmontelupo.it

Tourist Information Offices (I.A.T) of the area you can contact:

I.A.T. CERRETO GUIDI
Via Santi Saccenti/Piazza Vittorio Emanuele,
Cerreto Guidi
Tel. 0571 55671
info@prolococerretoguidi.it

I.A.T. MONTAIONE
Via Cresci, 17
Montaione
Tel. 0571 699255
turismo@comune.montaione.fi.it

I.A.T. CERTALDO
Palazzo Pretorio, Piazzetta del Vicariato, 3
Certaldo Alto
Tel. 0571 656721
info.turismo@comune.certaldo.fi.it

I.A.T. MONTELUPO FIORENTINO
Corso Garibaldi, 35
Montelupo F.no
Tel. 0571 51324
ufficioturistico@museomontelupo.it

I.A.T. CASTELFIORENTINO
c/o Stazione FS, Via Ridolfi, 13
Castelfiorentino
Tel. 0571 629049
ufficioturistico@comune.castelfiorentino.fi.it

I.A.T. MONTESPERTOLI
Piazza Machiavelli,13
Montespertoli
Tel 0571 600255
ufficioturistico@comune.montespertoli.fi.it

I.A.T. EMPOLI
c/o MUVE, Via Ridolfi, 70
Empoli
Tel. 0571 76714
info@museodelvetrodiempoli.it

I.A.T. VINCI
Via Montalbano, 1
Vinci
Tel. 0571 933285
ufficioturistico@comune.vinci.fi.it

I.A.T. FUCECCHIO
Corso Matteotti n.61/c
Fucecchio
Tel. 0571 242717
info@prolocofucecchio.it

I.A.T. GAMBASSI TERME
Via Volterrana, 60/A
Gambassi T.me
Tel. 0571 1655141
turismo@comune.gambassi-terme.fi.it
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Toscana

The Empolese Valdelsa and Montalbano region is located right
in the heart of Tuscany, between Pisa and Florence, and it is
crossed by the Arno River and the Via Francigena. This is the
land of Leonardo da Vinci and Giovanni Boccaccio, source of
inspiration and beauty for centuries.
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